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Abstract
The present study determined the species of cyanobacteria (CB) that are the most sensitive to the
pollution of the aquatic environment with rare earth elements (REE). CB Nostoc muscorum, Nostoc
paludosum, and Nostoc linckia were kept for 24 hours in model solutions with La and Ce concentrations
of 0.0001 and 0.001 mg/L respectively. The titer of the cultures was from 1.2·107 to 2.7·107 cells/ml,
the age was 5 weeks, the growth phase was exponential. Next the biochemical responses of CB were
determined: the level of chlorophyll а and the concentration of malondialdehyde (MDA) in the CB
homogenate. Nostoc muscorum was practically not exposed to the tested doses of REE. The effects of
Nostoc linckia were maximal and most consistent. With La concentration of 0.001 mg/l the amount of
chlorophyll а decreased by 4.2 times compared with the control, while intensity of lipid peroxidation
(as estimated by MDA) increased by 2.2 times. These facts taken together indicate severe toxic stress.
As a result the range of CB sensitivity to Ce and La pollution is as follows: Nostoc muscorum > Nostoc
paludosum > Nostoc linckia. The obtained results show that even systematically and evolutionarily
close biological species can differ significantly in response to toxicants.
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Introduction
The massive release of pollutants into the
environment, their close contact with living organisms
oblige the scientific community to search methods and
types of organisms that can detect the level of toxicity
of pollutants. From this position, cyanobacteria (CB),
which have a high adaptive, bioremediation potential, as
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well as a wide range of areas of biotechnological use are
of interest [1-3].
Cyanobacteria are gram-negative photosynthetic
nitrogen-fixing organisms, which in natural conditions
give stability to ecosystems [4]. It has been shown that,
in response to the action of various toxicants in CB cells,
functional changes occur at the subcellular and cellular
levels [5, 6]: changes in the amount of chlorophyll а in
cells [7], changes in biochemiluminescence [8] and the
activity of lipid peroxidation – an indicator of stress and
reaction to environmental pollution [9]. Such a variety
of pre-lethal highly sensitive CB responses makes
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it possible to use them for bioassay purposes as test
organisms.
High sensitivity of CB to the action of HM,
organophosphorus pollutants, and pesticides was shown
in a number of studies [5, 10]. Currently, many hightech industries use rare earth elements (REE). Such
industries and their wastes are sources of REE in the
environment [11]. The standards for the content of REE
in the components of the environment have not been
developed yet [12]; therefore, the search for biological
species capable of diagnosing the pollution of aquatic
environments with REE is highly relevant.
The purpose of our work was to compare sensitivity
of three cyanobacterial species to low doses of
lanthanum and cerium.

Material and Methods
Lanthanum sulfate La2(SO4)3·8H2O and cerium
sulfate Ce2(SO4)3·8H2O were used to simulate the
pollution of the aquatic environment. Salt additives
were added to distilled water until the concentrations
of active ions reached 0.0001 and 0.001 mg/l. The
investigated solutions simulated ultra-low pollution.
In this case we were guided by the published data
related to the effect of lanthanum sulfate on survival,
life span, growth, development, fertility of crustaceans
Ceriodaphnia affinis Lilljeborg in the dose range from
0.16 to 3.53 mg La/l [13].
Test organisms were Nostoc muscorum Ag., Nostoc
paludosum Kütz, and Nostoc linckia (Roth) Born.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Biochemical effects of the action of lanthanum and cerium in various cyanobacteria (a - the effect of Ce; b - the effect of La).
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et Flah. Algologically pure cultures of CB, which
were grown under constant illumination (3000 lх)
and temperature (+25ºC) on Gromov liquid medium
№6 without nitrogen, were used. Microorganisms
were used in the exponential growth phase, which
was determined by cell titer by direct counting in
the Goryaev chamber: N. linckia – 1,7·107 cells/ml,
N. paludosum – 1,2·107 cells/ml, N. muscorum
– 2,7·107 cells/ml [14], culture age –5 weeks.
For bioassay purposes the CB culture was
homogenized, then placed in solutions of toxicants
for 24 hours. The toxicity of the model solutions was
assessed by changes in the biochemical parameters of
CB: the content of chlorophyll а and the intensity of
lipid peroxidation (LPO) processes. The chlorophyll
а content was determined in the CB homogenate by
the spectrophotometric method with the use of the
device Specol 1300 (Germany) [15]. The intensity of
LPO processes was analyzed by the color reaction of
thiobarbituric acid with malondialdehyde (MDA), the
main product of lipid oxidation processes. The method
of spectrophotometric determination of the intensity of
LPO processes in plant tissues [16], which we adapted
for work with CB, was taken as a basis.

processes, possibly as antioxidant coenzymes and
contribute to inhibition of intensity of oxidative stress
[21, 22].
The cyanobacterium N. linckia was found to be
the most sensitive to low doses of La and Ce. The
level of chlorophyll а in all experimental variants
was significantly lower than in the control variants
(p<0.05). In experiments with cerium salt additives,
the reaction to a lower dose of the toxicant was more
pronounced than to an increased dose (0.001 mg/l),
which manifested in a decrease in the content of
chlorophyll а by 6.3 times compared to the control
level. Such paradoxical effects are often found when
studying the action of low doses of substances [23].
The response of N. linckia to water pollution with
lanthanum sulfate showed significant distress. A
decrease in the concentration of chlorophyll а by 2.2
and 4.2 times was when exposed to 0.0001 and 0.001
mg/l La3+ respectively. At an increased concentration
of lanthanum (0.001 mg/l), we simultaneously recorded
a sharp increase in the concentration of MDA in the
cells of the CB. A decrease in the content of chlorophyll
а may be a consequence of activation of oxidative
processes, during which degradation of chlorophyll
molecules occurs, as well as inactivation of enzymes of
pigment biosynthesis.
The obtained data are consistent with the results of
our earlier studies. CB N. linckia was more sensitive
to the action of Lignohumate, which is a humic
preparation with a high content of humic acid salts used
in agriculture [24]. However N. linckia is most resistant
to the action of phosphorus-containing toxicants
(methylphosphonic acid and the herbicide Glyphosate)
compared to N. muscorum and N. paludosum. In
addition, CB N. linckia is sensitive to the action of
some HM. For example, copper manifests a decrease
in biochemiluminescence and viability by 40 times in
activation of catalase formation [5].

Results and Discussion
The Fig. 1 (a, b) shows the biochemical responses of
CB to the presence of La and Ce.
Cyanobacterium N. muscorum proved to be
resistant to contamination of the test medium with
lanthanum and cerium salts with their additions equal
to 0.0001 and 0.001 mg/l (calculated on active ions).
The differences in chlorophyll а concentration from the
control data were unreliable (p>0.05). The tendency to
accumulate MDA in cells against the background of a
stable level of chlorophyll а indicates that the culture
of N. muscorum is under stress [17, 18], but at the same
time, the antioxidant system of CB is likely to actively
suppress the destructive effect of free radicals and
inhibit oxidative processes [19, 20]. However, our aim
was to find out the CB type sensitive to low doses of
REE pollution.
The reaction of N. paludosum test organisms to
REE was more pronounced, but not always consistent.
In experiments with cerium salt additives, a lower
dose of the substance (0.0001 mg/L) led to a decrease
in the concentration of chlorophyll а (p<0.05) by 1.5
times compared to the control, and the response to
the increased dose was at the level of control values
(p>0.05). Lanthanum influenced more strongly, its
addition equal to 0.001 mg/l led to a decrease in the
concentration of chlorophyll а in N. paludosum cells by
2.3 times compared to the control (p<0.05). There were
no significant differences in the MDA concentration in
the variants of the experiment with lanthanum. This
fact may indicate that low doses of REE act as essential
microelements, which insert into natural metabolic

Conclusions
This study showed that the cyanobacterium
N. linckia has an increased sensitivity to pollution of
aquatic environments with rare earth metals (Ce and La)
compared to Nostoc muscorum and Nostoc paludosum.
The value of using N. linckia as a test organism
consists in reactions to low doses of pollution – 0.0001
and 0.001 mg/l, calculated for Ce3+ and La3+ ions.
In general, the obtained data demonstrate
that systematically close organisms can differ
from each other in their sensitivity to toxicants.
Reactions to chemical factors were formed in each
species specifically, in accordance with its trophic
characteristics, biorhythms, place in the ecosystem,
and many other ecologically and evolutionarily
significant parameters. From the biochemical point
of view, the reasons for interspecies differences in
susceptibility to toxicants are most often related to
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the peculiarities in the structures of proteins and the
content of fat in the body [25, 26]. Our results and the
indicated data confirm the need to choose the most
sensitive test organisms, including those systematically
and evolutionarily alike.
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